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Abstract We present a novel method for patching holes
in polygonal meshes and synthesizing surface with details based on existing geometry. The most novel feature
of our proposed method is to transform the 3D geometry synthesis problem into a 2D domain by parameterizing surfaces and solve this problem in that domain. We
then derive local geometry gradient images that encode
intrinsic local geometry properties, which are invariant
to object translation and rotation. The 3D geometry of
holes is then reconstructed from synthesized local gradient images. This method can be extended to execute
other mesh editing operations such as geometry detail
transfer or synthesis. The resulting major benefits of performing geometry synthesis in 2D are more flexible and
robust control, better leverage of the wealth of current
2D image completion methods and greater efficiency.
Keywords Detail preservation · Geometry image and
Mesh editing · Partial differential equation · Surface
completion

1 Introduction
Holes are considered to be major deficiencies in polygonal meshes themselves. Holes can be introduced by some
mesh editing operations. A majority of holes come from
polygonal meshes that are obtained from 3D scan data.
Polygonal meshes obtained this way are prone to holes
due to inter-object and self-occlusions during the scanning process. Moreover, certain physical properties of
surface materials (e.g. high reflectivity) may also prevent scanning devices from capturing geometry except
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from an optimal position. Thus it is desirable to develop
a user-friendly mesh editing tool that is capable of automatically filling holes that satisfies the following two
requirements:
(1) Boundary condition: The patched geometry should
match with the existing geometry seamlessly, especially
at the boundaries.
(2) Context condition: The patched geometry should
contain geometry details similar to those on the existing surfaces. For example, a missing region on a brick
building wall should be patched with geometry that has
a similar relief pattern as the rest of the wall.
Most existing methods satisfy only the boundary condition. The patched geometry is normally smooth and
does not convey details i.e., the context condition is not
fulfilled. These methods are also constrained in the size
of holes they can fix. Recently, Sharf et al. [25] developed
a context sensitive surface completion method that synthesizes geometry details by matching and copying 3D
structures in the existing geometry.
In this paper, we present a novel approach for patching geometry while synthesizing geometry details so as
to fulfill both the boundary and context conditions. Unlike Sharf et al.’s method [25] which represents intrinsic
geometry properties and performs geometry completion
directly in the 3D domain, we perform these operations
in a 2D domain. We unfold the surface mesh into this
2D domain by using a conformal parameterization algorithm. We then compute intrinsic geometry properties representing local geometry variance. After that, we
synthesize new geometry variances in the target regions
from which the new geometry is constructed. This hole
patching method can be extended to other mesh editing
operations such as geometry detail transfer or synthesis. By converting the 3D geometry completion problem
into a 2D one, we are able to directly utilize a wealth of
currently available image completion techniques, achieve
more robust user control over the geometry synthesis
process, and achieve greater efficiency.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we briefly review some related work. We give
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Fig. 1 Work flow of patching a hole with geometry details. A region of geometry surrounding the hole is selected and
parameterized into a geometry image (left box). The gradients of the geometry image are computed and transformed into
local coordinate systems, forming local gradient images that are completed by 2D texture synthesis methods (middle box).
The geometry image of the hole region is finally reconstructed by iteratively solving a PDE followed by a remeshing operation
to fit with the surrounding mesh (right box).

an overview of our method in Section 3, and describe
each step in detail in Sections 4, 5, and 6. We extend
our method to accommodate holes containing islands in
Section 7. We discuss results in Section 8, and conclude
the paper in Section 9.

2 Related Work
Most previous work on hole filling has focused on producing smooth geometry and satisfying the boundary
condition. Pfeifle and Seidel [23] patch holes by using
triangular B-splines. Similarly, Liepa [21] patches holes
by triangulating hole boundaries in 3D, followed by a
fairing process. Levy [19] fills holes by extrapolating geometry boundaries in the parameterization domain by
optimizing an energy function. Davis et al. [6] patch
holes by locally diffusing a volumetric signed distance
field representing the geometry mesh. Ju [17] uses an octree grid in combination with a sign-generation function
at each node to repair huge polygonal models. Verdera
et al. [28] extend the image inpainting technique introduced by Bertalmio et al. [3] to 3D geometry meshes by
extrapolating a PDE from the known regions into the
hole regions, and then reconstructing missing holes by
solving the established PDE. In all of these methods,
whether performed directly on the geometry mesh or in
another domain, the resulting geometry in hole regions
satisfies only the boundary condition.
In contrast to the above methods, Sharf et al. [25] extend texture synthesis techniques from 2D to 3D for geometry completion to fulfill the context condition as well.
Their method first transforms a geometry mesh into an
octree. Then recursively from the coarsest level to the
finest level of the octree, holes are heuristically determined and their geometry is synthesized using similar

geometry information from other cells on the same tree
level, much like a 3D version of texture synthesis. However, this method works only with point-based models.
For the detail generation and transfer, recently Bhat
et al. [4] used a variation of 3D texture synthesis to modify geometry meshes. Specifically, 3D geometry details
are represented as 3D volumetric data and then replicated over the target geometry based on a predefined 3D
vector field. More recently, Lai et al. [18] proposed another approach that works for meshes and uses displacement maps to encode geometry details. However, for surfaces of arbitrary curvatures, the synthesized surfaces
may penetrate each other due to synthesized large displacements. Special ad-hoc measures are taken to avoid
such self-intersection. Since our method uses local gradient images to encode geometry details and then resorts
to an iterative PDE solver to reconstruct the new geometry, a globally optimal geometry can be automatically
generated.
A distinct difference between our work and Sharf et
al.’s method [25] is that we move the difficult task of determining the geometry similarities from the 3D domain
into the 2D domain through geometry parameterization.
In this 2D domain, local geometry variance is computed.
Now that the original 3D problem becomes a 2D one,
the boundary and the context conditions are efficiently
achieved by utilizing a wide variety of available image
completion techniques [2,29]. With geometry intermittently represented in the 2D domain, our method also
provides more flexible and robust control over geometry
synthesis. Based on the reconstructed geometry image,
we reconstruct the connectivity of the mesh based on an
analysis of the structure of the original mesh. Note that
even though Levy’s method [19] also fills holes in a 2D
parameterization domain, it generates a smooth mesh
and guarantees only the boundary condition.
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3 Overview
Once a hole is identified, the user first selects the surrounding geometry of the hole to guide geometry completion. To better assist the user in selecting the region
of interest, we implement the “intelligent scissoring” interface presented by Funkhouser et al. in [10] for its effectiveness and robustness. The region of interest includes
sample geometry details that the user wants to transfer
to target regions. For the moment, we assume that the
selected geometry consists of just one connected component. We relax this condition later in Section 7. As
illustrated in Figure 1, our geometry completion method
consists of the following three steps:
(1) Geometry Parameterization (Section 4): For this
task, we employ a global least distortion parameterization method [8,12,13,16,20]. After the parameterization,
the input mesh is then re-sampled into a geometry image
[11]. The pixel colors of the geometry image encode a 3D
coordinate mesh.
(2) Synthesis of Local Geometry Variance (Section 5):
We compute the geometry gradients of the geometry image and transform them to their local coordinates to obtain local gradient images. The local gradient images of
hole regions are synthesized using texture synthesis techniques based on local gradient images surrounding the
hole.
(3) Reconstruction of 3D Geometry (Section 6): The
geometry image of the hole regions is reconstructed from
the completed local gradient images. After that, meshes
for the hole regions are generated based on the constructed geometry image. To ensure that connectivity of
the reconstructed mesh conforms with the existing mesh,
the geometry mesh is constructed using a constrained
conformal Delaunay triangulation [26] in the geometry
image domain.
Note that our hole patching method can be extended
to performing other mesh editing operations such as geometry detail transfer and synthesis. The geometry details of a source mesh, represented in local gradient images, can be transferred to a destination mesh using the
process similar to above described. Here, the local gradient images extracted from the source mesh are used
for texture synthesis instead of the local gradient images surrounding the region of the destination mesh to
be edited. We provide further discussion about this operation in Section 6.1.

4 Geometry Parameterization
The parameterization step is vital for our method, as it
allows us to work with more complex geometry or geometry that is not equivalent to a height field. Moreover, this
parameterization is necessary to create geometry images,
which are another equivalent representation of geometry.

3

Our method can work with various parameterization algorithms. The main concern is to find a mapping technique that minimizes the distortion that occurs when a 3D mesh is mapped into the parameterization domain. We choose the global conformal parameterization method presented in [13] because it can handle arbitrary geometry topologies with minimum distortion. This method establishes a system of constraints
of parameterization values on the gradient fields of the
input geometry mesh, which is formulated as a large
sparse least squares linear system. This least squares linear system is then solved using an iterative method. To
gain better efficiency, we utilize the ILQ preconditioning
method [24] to accelerate convergence.
After the mesh parameterization is computed, we generate the corresponding geometry image. The geometry
image is created by drawing all triangles of the input
mesh into a 2D domain, where the 2D coordinate of each
vertex is its parameterization value, and the color is its
3D coordinate (see the left box of Figure 1).
One issue to consider in this process is the resolution
of the geometry image. If the geometry image resolution
is not high enough, highly curved shapes in the geometry
may be missed due to undersampling. For this purpose,
with the assumption that the vertices of geometry mesh
are distributed uniformly, we √
usually create an m × m
geometry image where m = ⌈ c n ⌉, n being the number
of vertices of the selected region and c being a constant
that the user can specify. In practice, we set c to 2.5,
which is often sufficient for both quality and speed.
Parameterization algorithms in general require that
the input mesh be connected. They may fail to generate a
unique solution or find a reliable solution if the geometry
mesh has several disconnected components. We address
this issue in Section 7.

5 Synthesis of Local Geometry Variance
From the obtained geometry image, we further compute
so-called “local geometry variance images” that describe
coordinate-independent geometry patterns. These images
are then completed by texture synthesis methods.
5.1 Local geometry variance images
Geometry images do not directly exhibit any intrinsic geometry properties upon which the texture synthesis techniques can be executed. We choose geometry gradients
to represent intrinsic geometry properties, but instead of
directly using gradient vectors, we transform them into
local coordinate systems.
−
→
→
→
We define (x, y, z) = C(−
u,−
v , N ) to be the orthonormal coordinate system with major axes x, y and z formed
−
→
→
→
by vectors −
u,−
v and N . Specifically, x, y and z are computed as following:
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Fig. 2 Geometry construction from local gradient images. The first image is the initialized smooth surface of the hole. The
surface is refined iteratively. The last image shows the result after 9 iterations.

−
→
N
z= −
→ ,y =
|N |

−
→ −
y×z
N ×→
u
and x =
−
→ −
→
|y × z|
|N × u |

(1)

Given a parametric surface F , each point on F has a
−
→
normal N and gradients
−
→ ∂F
−
→ ∂F
Fu =
and Fv =
∂u
∂v

(2)

−
→
Note that in the discrete case, N may not be per−
→
−
→
pendicular to Fu and/or Fv . We form a local coordinate
−
→ −
→ −
→
system (x, y, z) = C(Fu , Fv , N ) based on our prior defini−
→
−
→
tion and then transform Fu and Fv into this coordinate
system to obtain local gradients. These local gradient
vectors are stored into local gradient images, which represent local geometry variances. (See Figure 1 - middle
box, center column). A local gradient at a given point
in the geometry mesh represents its intrinsic geometry
property and is invariant to rotations and translations.
Therefore, local gradients can be searched and matched
between different points on the surface. This local gradient representation and the ability to reconstruct a mesh
from it pave a way for achieving a globally optimal solution for many other geometry editing and transferring
operations.
Curvature is another geometry property that can be
used instead of local gradients. However, curvature is
generally complicated to calculate and very sensitive to
mesh structure, especially for discrete meshes [27]. On
the other hand, normals and gradients can be computed
quickly and efficiently in both continuous and discrete
domains, and are closely related to curvature [5].
5.2 Completion of local geometry variance images
We rely on texture synthesis methods [2,29] to fill holes
in local gradient images. An issue that we address here
is the non-uniform distortion (i.e., scaling) of geometry
parameterization and hence the local gradient images.
The hole pixels have unknown scaling factors. Therefore, we need to generate local gradient images of different scales for the input geometry so that we can find

a best match for each pixel to be synthesized. We create multiple image copies of the input local gradient images by up-scaling
and down-scaling them s times, each
√
time by 2 (s is a user defined constant depending on
the geometry characteristics, usually 1 < s < 4 is sufficient for most cases). Another issue is the orientation of
local gradients. This orientation is described by a rotation within the 2D image domain. We further generate r
copies of each input image of a specific scale, where r is
another user defined constant. Specifically, each image k
(k ∈ [0, r)) is rotated by an angle k ∗ 360/r. Now, with
rs images provided as the input textures, we perform
conventional texture synthesis.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Remeshing of hole geometry: (a) high feature points
(black) are selected according to the importance map, and (b)
a constrained Delaunay triangulation is applied (additional
points, colored white, are added). The boundary of the hole
is marked by circular dots and dashed lines.

6 Reconstruction of the 3D Geometry
Next we reconstruct 3D geometry from the completed
local gradient images. The reconstruction process consists of two parts: recovering the geometry image from
the completed local gradient images and remeshing geometry for the hole regions.
6.1 Reconstructing the geometry image
Geometry images for the hole regions cannot be directly
reconstructed from local gradient images because they
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are defined in local coordinate systems. We need to first
transform these local gradients into a global coordinate
system to obtain global gradient images from which a geometry image can be reconstructed. We employ an iterative approximation approach to compute the complete
geometry image. We initialize a geometry image and then
refine it based on the synthesized local gradient images
in the hole regions.
We denote the incomplete geometry image as G, its
global gradient images as Gu and Gv , the completed local gradient images as Lcu and Lcv (see Figure 1). Our
iterative process is summarized in the following pseudocode (steps 1 and 2 perform initialization of smooth
patch):
1: Patch Gu by linearly interpolating its values along
the u direction to get Gcu .
2: Patch Gv by linearly interpolating its values along
the v direction to get Gcv .
3: Reconstruct geometry image G0 from global gradient
images Gcu and Gcv (Appendix A)
4: i ← 0
5: error ← ∞
6: while error > threshold do
7:
Compute global gradient image Giu from G
8:
Compute global gradient image Giv from G
9:
Compute normal map GiN from G
10:
error ← 0
11:
for hole pixel (s, t) in G do
−
→
12:
N ← GiN (s, t)
−
→
13:
Fu ← Giu (s, t)
−
→
14:
Fv ← Giv (s, t)
−
→
15:
lu ← Lcu (s, t)
−
→
16:
lv ← Lcv (s, t)
−
→ −
→ −
→
17:
(x, y, z) = C(Fu , Fv , N ) // form local coordinate
system
18:
T ← [x y z]T // transformation matrix
−
→
−
→
19:
Gcu (s, t) ← T · lu , Gcv (s, t) ← T · lv // global
gradients
−
→
−
→
20:
tmp ← ||Gcu (s, t) − Fu ||2 + ||Gcv (s, t) − Fv ||2
21:
error ← error + tmp
22:
end for
23:
Reconstruct Gi+1 from Gcu and Gcv (Appendix A)
24:
i←i+1
25: end while
The parameter threshold is predefined to determine
the approximation error of the iteration process. In practice a maximum number of iterations can also be specified. After the iteration process is completed, Gi contains
the approximated geometry image of the completed gradient images Lcu and Lcv . Figure 2 illustrates intermediate
results of this iterative progress on the golf ball model.
This process has to be slightly modified for the operation of geometry detail transfer. As the target region
has its initial geometry, it is not necessary to perform
the geometry initialization described in steps 1 and 2 in
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the above pseudo-code. In this way, the overall shape of
the reconstructed geometry in the target region is still
preserved while the geometry details of the source mesh
are transferred over.

6.2 Remeshing the geometry image
Once we obtain a geometry image for the hole regions
defined on a regular grid, we remesh these regions to
meet two conditions: (1) the constructed mesh should fit
with the existing geometry connectivity, and (2) it should
preserve important geometry features of the synthesized
geometry. We perform the remeshing operation in two
steps.
In the first step (Figure 3a), we analyze the geometry
image to form an importance map [1] from which points
with high geometry features, which we identify as feature
points, are selected for hole regions by employing the
method of Ostromoukhov et al. [22]. In the second step
(Figure 3b), we use the constrained conformal Delaunay
triangulation [26] to triangulate the holes. The input for
this operation comprises of hole boundaries and selected
feature points. We generate triangles that are similar in
size (area) to the triangles of the existing mesh. Note
that during the triangulation, more sample points may
be added to ensure the Delaunay criterion [7].

7 Patching Holes with Islands
In this section, we discuss how to extend our method
to support the situation in where there exist scattered
geometry components (or islands) within hole regions.
The main challenge is that conventional parameterization methods cannot generate a unique solution for meshes
consisting of several disconnected components. To address this issue, we seek to link these disconnected components so that they can be put under a constrained relationship during parameterization. Specifically, we take
the following five steps to generate the parameterization
for this situation (Figure 4).
(1) The hole is patched (without considering the islands) with a smooth surface that is generated by first
linearly interpolating global gradient fields of the existing
mesh and then performing geometry image reconstruction using the method explained in Appendix A.
(2) Geometry parameterization is performed on the
patched surface.
(3) For each vertex B on the boundaries of the islands, we find a nearest vertex P in the newly patched
regions and assign the parameterization value of P to B.
(4) In the 2D parameterization domain, the hole is
triangulated based on the boundary vertices of the hole
and the islands to form a new mesh consisting of one
connected component.
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Table 1 Running time of our method on various models.
Nv : number of selected vertices; Tp : parameterization time;
Ts : texture synthesis time; Tr : reconstruction time; T : total
time.

1

2

(b)

(a)

Model
Igea (Fig 5)
Teeth (Fig 6)
Teeth (Fig 7)

Nv
12658
4617
12841

Tp (s)
11
3
29

Ts (s)
28
15
39

Tr (s)
12
5
23

T (s)
51
23
91

3
P

4

(c)

(d)

5

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4 Parameterization of geometry with disconnected components: (a) a part of a surface with one hole and two islands;
(b) the hole is patched with islands removed; (c) the new
mesh is parameterized; (d) boundary vertices of the islands
are assigned parameterization values of the nearest vertices
on new mesh; (e) a simple triangulation is then performed
to connect all geometry components; (f) another geometry
parameterization is performed with islands included.

(5) We re-parameterize the new mesh. Since the mesh
is now equivalent to a connected graph, the parameterization solution is guaranteed to be unique and include
islands. From this solution, we generate a geometry image of the existing mesh only. We then apply the method
explained earlier to patch the hole.

cially the two front teeth, and hence lead to better synthesized geometry. Without these islands, the patched
geometry appears significantly different from the original mesh.
We show a result of geometry detail transfer in Figure 8. The target region (i.e. area to be edited, colored
red) is replaced with geometry details from the source
region (colored green). In one operation, a deficient part
of the mouth region of the Igea model is fixed. Note that
the right corner of the lip is synthesized from the left
lip corner. In another operation, we grow Igea’s hair by
synthesizing the existing hair pattern into the marked
region. This type of operation resembles a 3D version of
“painting by numbers” [14] and image analogies [15], in
this context for geometry synthesis.
We report the computation times of our method in
Table 1. The computation of our method consists of three
main tasks: (i) parameterization of the geometry mesh,
(ii) texture synthesis, and (iii) geometry reconstruction.
All timings are in units of seconds. All the computation
times presented in the table are measured on a PC with
a Pentium 4 Xeon 2.8MHz CPU and 1GB of memory.
Except for the situation with islands, our overall process
time is within one minute. Processing islands takes a
longer time due to the additional operations involved for
parameterization.

9 Conclusions and Future Work
8 Results
We demonstrate our method for filling holes without islands in Figures 5 and 6. In Figure 5, an artificial hole
is filled with information adapted from the hole’s neighboring geometry. Note that the hair geometry pattern is
still preserved in the patched region. Figure 6 shows how
features like a sharp corner is also preserved. For comparison, we also patch the holes with smooth geometry,
which is generated by first linearly interpolating global
gradient fields of the existing meshes and then performing geometry image reconstruction using the method explained in Appendix A. The hole geometry generated by
our method appears more convincing than the smooth
filling.
Our method for filling holes with islands is demonstrated in Figure 7. Even if there is a big hole, these small
islands help preserve important geometry features, espe-

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to
perform geometry completion. In our approach, holes are
patched with geometry that not only conforms with their
boundaries, but also preserves the geometry details of
the original mesh. We facilitate geometry synthesis by
converting the working domain from 3D to 2D through
geometry parameterization. In this 2D image domain,
other well-established image completion techniques can
be utilized for more flexibility in control, higher quality
and greater efficiency.
There are several research directions that we would
like to pursue further. In our current implementation, geometry images of holes are reconstructed from gradient
images using a least squares approximation. Therefore,
if there are sharp features synthesized in the hole region,
our method may not be able to reconstruct the geometry with sharp features preserved. This problem can be
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 5 Filling holes with existing geometry pattern. (a) A hole is artificially created in Igea’s hair. (b) A close-up of the
original mesh. (c) The hole is filled with smooth geometry. (d) The hole is completed using our method.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6 Preserving sharp corners when filling holes. (a) A
sharp corner of the model of teeth is removed and its surrounding area is selected. (b) A close-up of the original mesh.
(c) The hole is patched with a smooth surface. (d) The hole
is completed.

Fig. 7 Filling holes with islands. (a) A hole with several
small islands is artificially created on the model of teeth. (b)
The original model of teeth for comparison. (c) The hole is
patched without considering the islands. (d) The hole with
the islands is patched using our method.

alleviated by increasing the resolution of the geometry
image (as what is done in Figure 6), but this will result
in longer running time for texture synthesis, which is sensitive to image resolution. We plan to further investigate
this issue.

which is challenging due to the noisiness, incompleteness,
irregularity and ambiguity of the input data sets.

Even though we have considered distortion in parameterization during texture synthesis, the results can still
be negatively affected by severe distortion, thus affecting
the reconstructed mesh. Such distortion is often caused
by high curvature surfaces. We wish to make our method
less sensitive to this problem by investigating either better parameterization methods or better treatment in texture synthesis.
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Finally we plan to extend our method to support
point-based models, especially for outdoor scanned data,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8 Geometry editing. The geometry model before editing (a). The user defines target region (in red) and source region
(b). The geometry surface of the target region is then modified by surface details from the source region (c).

A Reconstructing geometry image from gradient
images
The problem of reconstructing a geometry image from gradient images can be formally defined as follows: given gradient
images C = (Cu , Cv ), find a geometry image H such that


∂H ∂H
∇H = C or
= (Cu , Cv )
(A-1)
,
∂u ∂v
In reality, we may not be able to find H completely satisfying Equation (A-1). Instead, we approximate H by solving
a discrete PDE equation with boundary conditions in a least
squares sense. H minimizes the following equation:
ZZ
F (∇H, C)dudv
(A-2)
B

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

in which B is the hole boundary and
F (∇H, C) = k∇H − Ck2

2 
2
∂H
∂H
=
− Cu
− Cv
+
∂u
∂v

(A-3)

Equation (A-2) is the same as the equation described in
[9]. We employ a similar approach to solve for H, but instead
of solving the Poisson equation, we directly convert the equation into a linear least squares problem and then solve it using
a preconditioning linear least squares iterative method.
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